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Welcome to Guardian Angels Sitting Service 
Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami-Dade County LLC is a Referral 
Agency that is licensed and insured, which places highly-qualified and professionally 
screened sitters with families in Borward and Miami-Dade Counties as well as Atlantic and 
Cape May County, NJ and Hilton Head Island, Bluffton, Beaufort, Charleston, Myrtle Beach, 
SC   t Atlanta area and Savannah, Georgia, Philadelphia, PA. Our sitters are responsible, 
reliable and enjoy spending time with children, pets and elders. Guardian Angels has an 
extensive screening process; selecting only the most experienced sitters to care for our 
families. This orientation manual is for all sitters that provide services in the above areas.  
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Our Philosophy 

 
PLAY 
‘Learning through play’ is the philosophy that we live by when it comes to the little ones that 
you care for! Learning through play is so important as it helps promote and develop: 
emotional maturity, social skills, language skills, motor skills/physical coordination, self-
confidence, problem solving and language skills. Learning through play will allow children to 
develop the skills necessary to interact with other children and will allow them the confidence 
needed to explore new environments and try new experiences. It is through play that children 
learn to make sense of the world surrounding them. In order to ensure the highest level of 
care and safety for children, we require that all of our sitters are interactive and hands on at 
all times. Interactive activities will be used to promote the child’s physical, emotional and 
academic growth as well as developmental milestones for the younger children. The only job 
a child has in life is to play, learn and grow. It is the job of the sitters to be right alongside the 
child, playing with them, encouraging the child to learn while stimulating positive growth. 
 
“A wonderful cycle of learning is driven by the pleasure of play. A child is curious; she 
explores and discovers. The discovery brings pleasure; the pleasure leads to repetition and 
practice. Practice brings mastery; mastery brings the pleasure and confidence to once again 
act on curiosity.  All learning- emotional, social, motor, and cognitive- is accelerated and 
facilitated by repetition fueled by the pleasure of play.” – Copple and Bredekamp, 2009.  
 
“Play, the frivolous, unimportant, behavior with no apparent purpose has earned new respect 
as biologists, neuroscientists, psychologists, and others see that play is indeed serious 
business and is perhaps equally important as other basic drives of sleep, rest and food.”- Joe 
Frost, 1998 
 
“Early games and frivolity equip young children for skills they will need later in life! Playtime is 
designed to fit the variety of tasks animals and humans will face. Young animals practice 
survival skills such as escape, mock flight, stalking, pouncing and capturing games while 
young children practice motor language, social, problem solving, negotiation and self-help 
skills during play time!” – Joe Frost 1998 
 
LAUGH 
Live, Laugh & Learn is our philosophy when it comes to caring for the elderly. We truly believe 
that giving an elderly person companionship, pleasant conversation or someone to take them 
outside on a beautiful day for some sunshine will help improve their quality of life. It is our 
goal to provide caring and compassionate companions for the elderly, who will add to their life 
and make it as rich as possible. We believe that laughter is the best medicine! We not only 
hand select companions who have a sense of humor and who love to laugh, but also those 
who love to listen and learn. An elderly person has so much wisdom to share and if we just 
stop and listen we may learn so much about the world and their life as they remember it.  No 
matter what the elderly loved one needs, it will always begin with a smiling Angel…. ready 
and willing to live, laugh and learn!  
 
LOVE 
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All you need is Love. This is our philosophy whether our friends have two legs or four! An 
animal may not know the concept of time or know how to speak our language, but one thing is 
for sure…they know how to give love, and even more they need love. Pets should be given 
just as much love as any other member of the family. We realize that pet owners can’t always 
be at home with them and that sometimes they are not able to take them on vacation with 
them. Guardian Angels Sitting Service promises to give pets in our care the love that they are 
missing in their owner’s absence and to care for them as if they were our own! Whether their 
Guardian Angel is giving them fresh food and water, giving them affection during playtime or 
taking them for a walk, they will know they are loved! 
 
 

 About the Founders 
 
We are Mothers who realized the day our babies were born that nothing is more precious and 
fragile in this life than our children. We realized what a true blessing children are and the 
extent that they must be watched over to ensure that they are safe each and every day. 
We are sisters who are 
blessed to be surrounded by 
family members able to help 
us with our children when the 
need arises. Melissa is the 
mother of a sweet child who 
was born at just 1 pound 14 
ounces and has since grown 
into a healthy, active, loving 
13 year-old boy. Christina now 
has three children. The oldest 
is also a sweet, affectionate 
child with lots of energy! He 
was blessed with a baby 
brother and lifelong best 
friend, who is just 2 years 
younger. The boys are as 
different as can be in looks 
and personality, but one thing 
they have in common is that 
they love each other immensely. The boys welcomed their baby sister in January of 2012 and 
have loved every minute of being big brothers! She has been an absolute angel and loves the 
sound of her brothers’ voices singing to her. Emalie then got to be a big sister in February of 
2015 to her baby brother Beau. Our children have never been left with anyone other than 
family or very close friends. The reason being that no childcare agency held the standards 
that we were looking for. No babysitter that we could find would come with a guarantee that 
our children would be in the very best hands. We soon realized that many average babysitters 
do not know CPR. Many do not know what to do if our children were to begin choking. We 
realized how little you really know about someone that you trust your child with. 
Because you are literally trusting in their hands all that matters to you, we decided to start our 
own agency where our high standards and level of care that we expected would be upheld. 
An agency that did extensive background checks and required CPR certifications. An agency 
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that carefully hand selected sitters who were responsible, interactive, creative and had a love 
for children. An agency that felt like family so that even we would leave our own children with 
the sitters that we would welcome to Guardian Angels Sitting Service. 
  
Christina has been a Physical Therapist since 1996 and has spent the last few years doing 
home-care in the Cape May County area. Going into the homes of the elderly made her 
realize that there was a huge need for sitters for the elderly as well as children. Some patients 
were very lonely and just wanted or needed company while others just needed simple errands 
done for them. She would find herself on a regular basis going to the post office or going to 
get grocery items for her patients. She even would occasionally stop back to see them to 
have tea, just to give them a little company in addition to their usual Physical Therapy visit. 
For this reason, we decided to add sitting with the elderly when we began Guardian Angels 
Sitting Service, in hopes that we could help those in need of simple pleasures like going for a 
walk or having a friend to talk to, or even someone to stay close by when being alone is not a 
safe option.  
 
We both grew up with a lot of pets…. snakes, cats, fish, turtles, rabbits, iguanas, and many 
dogs from childhood, into college and now. Christina even had a Chimpanzee at her son’s 
first birthday, hoping to instill in him at a young age, a love for all creatures great and small. 
Christina and her family currently have a Saint Bernard named Romeo. He is about 150 
pounds of pure love and mischief. He is a BIG part of the family and we can't imagine life 
without him. Melissa and her son have fish and a turtle named Sammy. They have raised the 
turtle from a very small baby and it is really cool to watch him grow and grow. We know first-
hand that it is not easy to find someone that you can trust to come into your home while you 
are on vacation and take care of your pets. Feeling that it is best for your pets to stay in the 
comfort of their own home, in familiar surroundings vs. going to a kennel, gave us the idea to 
also include our friends with fins, feathers and fur in our service as well, hand selecting sitters 
who love animals as much as we do.  
 
No matter who you are trusting with Guardian Angels Sitting Service, you can feel assured 
that what matters most to you will be taken care of as if they were our own. You can feel 
assured that with our agency, in your absence, your loved one will have a Guardian Angel of 
their very own! 
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Broward and Miami-Dade Location Owner 
 
Hi! My name is Arial and I was born and raised in the small town of Cape May, NJ.  I relocated from 
New Jersey to Florida where I don’t have any family. Once living in Florida we were planning to go 
away for our wedding and Eddie, my now husband, and I needed a dog sitter. We did not have our 
family and friends to rely on, which was really tough. We have two dogs, Bella and Dakota. My dogs 
are my kids and I like to be sure they are in good hands, so at this moment I was missing the need of 
knowing I had someone we trusted to take care of them. Prior to moving to Florida I was a Guardian 
Angel in the Southern NJ area. I started out as a babysitter in 2014, and I can tell you first hand that 
the screening process the sitters go through is far from average. Even though Cape May is a small 
town, I knew that it was still very hard for families to find a babysitter where they could feel at ease and 
have total peace of mind.  Working as a sitter for the agency allowed me to care for these children as 
if they were my own and it was a true blessing to be able to “watch over all that matters” for local and 
vacationing families.  Being able to own a business where I took part in caring for children has always 
been a dream of mine. 
 
After graduating high school at Lower Cape May Regional, I 
pursued my education in dentistry. I attended trade school 
at Cape May Technical School where I became a dental 
assistant. I worked in a few different dentist offices, a few 
being pediatric. After many times where the children 
connected and felt comfortable with me I knew It was time 
for me to move to what my passion was for, and that was 
for taking care of children and helping children learn things 
in a hands-on manor. After I realized this I knew I had to 
open a Guardian Angels of my own.  
 
My goal with Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward 
and Miami-Dade counties is to provide parents with the 
reassuring feeling that their children, pets, or elderly loved 
ones, are in the care of our proficient sitters. All Guardian 
Angels go through a professional hiring and screening 
process. All Guardian Angels are CPR certified whether it be in child or adult CPR, background 
checked, reference checked and have a person to person interview, and lastly do an in-person 
orientation. Our sitters are held to very high standards, and go above and beyond in every way 
possible.  
 
The sitter recruiting and screening process is so crucial as it is our goal to find the BEST of the BEST 
sitters in the area to watch over your loved ones.  When hand-selecting a sitter for a family, I will be 
sure to take into consideration what the family’s needs are. I will hand select sitters to be a part of the 
agency knowing that they will take care of your loved ones the way I would and have in the past. 
 
Pet sitting is also something that our sitters specialize in. As a dog mom, I would want a pet sitter that 
would treat my dogs just like children. Our pets are part of our families and we love them just as much 
as our families!  
 
Growing up with great grandparents and watching as my grandmother put her life on hold to ensure 
that her mother was well taken care of because good, trustworthy eldercare is hard to find made me 
realize that companionship for this stage in life is one of the most deserving yet hardest to come by. 
My goal is to ensure that this generation gets the same care that their own loving family member 
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would give them and still have the opportunity to live a fulfilling life and play an active role in their 
immediate family as well.  
 
The opportunity to watch over all that matters, has been life changing for me! I look forward to serving 
local families as well as vacationers here in the most southern part of the sunny state of Florida!  
Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami Dade Counties is my dream 
come true. Providing your family with interactive and experienced, professionally screened 
babysitters, pet sitters and elderly companions that will provide the utmost, loving care is my 

promise to you!  
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Why Working for Guardian Angels Serves You 

 
· You are protected by the agency’s license and that we are bonded and insured. 
· The agency vouches for your ability as a sitter 
· All scheduling is handled by the agency 
· The agency ensures that you receive a 4 hour minimum payment if there is a 

cancellation. *Note- the agency holds the right to waive this cancellation fee for the 
sitter and/or agency at any time.  

· The agency ensures that you are paid promptly and receive cancellation fees. 
· The agency will handle all problems the client/member may have in advance and 

address any problems that may arise. 
· The agency handles all marketing to local families, hotels & casinos. 
· You gain exposure to families that you may not otherwise have met if it were not for the 

Agency referring you. 
· The agency will only expect you to take jobs when you are available 
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Important Contact Information 
 

Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami-Dade County LLC 
 

Arial Slavinskas, Owner 
Toll Free: (833)-735-4277 

Direct: (954) 699-9925 
 
 

General Office Hours: 
Monday - Friday: 9:00am - 4:00 pm 

Closed: Saturday, Sunday & All Major Holidays 
 
 

Social Media Channels 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/guardianangels.SFL/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/guardianangelssfl/ 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/arial-hunt-4b2282153/ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/guardianangels.SFL/
https://www.instagram.com/guardianangelssfl/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arial-hunt-4b2282153/
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Rate Schedule  
 

Provider Rates: 
Babysitters: $13/hour for (1) child and $1/hour for each additional child. Cash is to be given 
to the provider at the time services are rendered.  Transportation and parking is .25 a mile 
(max $10 per sitting period) to be paid by member except Casino parking which is to be 
covered by the sitter (visit the promotions booth to obtain a player’s card for $5 parking or 
special rates). In other locations families will take care of parking fees.  
*if using uber- your transportation will not be reimbursed.  
 
Nanny Placements: Pay rate is determined based on each family and their needs.  
 
Sitter Consultation fees: $20 for 15 - 20 minute consultation – Paid by the family  
 
Group Child Sitters: (1) Sitter will be referred for every (5) children (depending on age- 
agency will use discretion with younger children, infants or young toddlers and may require 
(2) sitters per (5) children in these cases) Sitters receive group rate anytime there are 2 or 
more sitters on a job. Group rates are: $12/hour per sitter + mileage (max $10 per sitting 
period). Tolls can be included in $10 max if it is not reached. Holiday Group Rates are $18 an 
hour for the sitter.  
 
Elderly Companions: $15/ hour to be paid in cash to the provider at the time service is 
rendered. There is no hourly min.  
 
Overnight/Vacation-child/elderly: (Annual Members only) 
Provider: $90 per (24) hour period for one child. Additional children: $20 per (24) hour period 
for each additional child. Agency $60 referral fee  
Holiday Overnight: $180 per (24) hour period for one child. Additional children $20 per (24) 
hour period for each additional child.  
 
Holiday Rates-: An additional $4/hour is to be given to the provider and an additional $3/hour 
for each additional child.  
Applicable Holidays: New Year's Eve, New Year's Day, President's Day (Observed), 
Valentine’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday, Memorial Day Observed), 
Mother’s Day, Father's Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, 
and Christmas Day 
Rate Breakdown: Sitter $18/hour; Agency- $8/hour 
 
Pet Sitters:  
Consultation $20 for 15-20 minutes  
15 minute visit: $15 
30 minute visit: $20; $2 for each additional animal 
Errand Service: $15 (up to 10 items) Pet Taxi (drop off/pick up): set fee or hourly fee based 
on job details 
Vet Visits: $25 + $10/hour (½ hour min)  
Overnight: $45/ 24/hours (in families house) 
Animal Drop off at sitter house: ½ day 1 pet= $20 Overnight $40 and $5 for additional pet  
$12 an hour for hourly pet sitting plus $2 an hour extra per animal.  No hourly min or mileage 
for hourly sitting 
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Holidays: Add an additional $10 for daily visits and $4/hour for hourly/ Holiday-overnight: add 
$25 
 
 
Agency Referral Rates:   
Daily/ Weekly/ Monthly/ Hotel: $7/ hour for each provider.  
Annual members: $3/ hour for each provider. 
Overnight/Vacation: $75 per (24) hr period (for child and elderly)  
 
 
Cancellation:  
If services are cancelled within (24) hours, the entire (4) hour minimum payment will be due 
for provider and agency. It will be at the agency’s discretion to waive this cancellation fee for 
the sitter and/or agency. There is no charge for services cancelled outside of (24) hours. If 
you did not go to the job then you are not paid mileage. Cancellation policy is waived for 
annual members and possibly some church bookings.  
 
Agency Payment:  
Guardian Angels Sitting Service, LLC will charge the family for agency fees using the credit 
card on file. If other arrangements are made in advance with the family, such as request to 
use a check, the agency will notify the childcare provider when the job confirmation is sent 
prior to going to the job. 
 
Hourly Minimum: Minimum of (4) consecutive hours is required/ will be charged to the 
client/member per child sitting period. There is a (2) hr minimum only when the member 
agrees to use our services a minimum of (10) hours per week and is an annual member or if 
they are using us for elderly companionship. Some group events can have a lower hourly min.  
We do make some exceptions for Annual members.   
 
Charging:  Always round to the nearest half hour, not ¼ hours. Do not charge till 10:15pm 
charge to 10:30. Use simple math and round up.  
 

 
Job Description for Child, Pet, and Elderly Companion Sitting Positions 

 
All Sitters must comply with the company policies at all times  

- Must be emotionally, physically and intellectually stable, free from nicotine, alcohol or drug 
addictions/use in order to perform job safely and to avoid putting others at risk. 

- Report back to the office on a daily basis upon completion of the job. 
- Have excellent time management skills, pay attention to detail and the ability to prioritize  
- Provide a schedule of a minimum of 12 hours a week.  
- Able to lift 30 lbs.  
- Able to provide light cleaning for the safety and comfort of the child, pet and elder 
- Provide direction to clients when presented with questions or concerns about their pet, 

child or elderly adult  
- Able to communicate with people of all ages, be a great listener, and have great 

interpersonal skills 
- Must be responsible, patient and organized 
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- Ability to prepare well balanced meals  
 
 
  

BABYSITTER SPECIFIC JOB DESCRIPTION(NOT NANNY PLACEMENT) 
 

- Provide temporary custodial care of young children in parents’ absence.  
- Must have previous childcare experience able to provide references  
- Ability to interact with children, demonstrate skills for playing games and maintain their 

well-being  
- Keep the children safe and entertained in fun ways that do not include watching TV/ 

movies 
- Respond to a crisis situation, communicate effectively with parents, use CPR/First Aid 

when needed 
- Able to help with language development, potty training, social manners, homework, and 

more 
- Find out emergency plan, write down instructions and phone numbers for every individual 

job and group job.  
 

 

ELDERLY COMPANION SPECIFIC JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

- Help keep clients mentally healthy and alert by having conversations with them, playing 
games (crossword puzzles, scrabble, cards, etc.) and assisting them to be as physically 
active as possible 

- Provide emotional support and companionship 
- Help the elderly client to live as independently as possible 
- Assist the client with errands including driving to markets and doctor appointments. 
- Interact with other family members, particularly reporting changes in a client's condition 
- Plan meals (including special diets), shop for food, and prepare meals 
- To provide invaluable peace of mind to the elderly client's family members 
- Find out emergency plan, write down instructions and phone numbers  

 

 

PET SITTER SPECIFIC JOB DESCRIPTION  
 

- Possess genuine love for animals, and concern for their health, happiness, and wellbeing 
with previous experience handling animals.  

- Provide initial consultations with new clients; explain service agreement, care process, and 
evaluation  

- Knowledge of pets and breeds including cats, dogs, ferrets, rabbits, birds, salt and fresh 
water fish, rats, hedgehogs, guinea pigs, and many others.  

- Provide weekly in-home pet care including but not limited to leashed walks, off leash 
socials (up to 3 dogs), puppy potty breaks and socialization, cat care, pet taxi and other 
small tasks  

- Able to clean up after pets and give oral/topical medications when necessary  
- Ensure pets are given required exercise and playtime  
- Strength to control leashed animals over 50 lbs  
- Be free of allergies to animal hair/dander 
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- Find out emergency plan, write down instructions and phone numbers  

 
 
 

The Sitter Schedule 
 
It is very important to keep your schedule of when you are available updated. If the agency is 
not aware of your schedule then it shows you are not interested in taking jobs. You will miss 
out and will not be contacted unless it is up to date. After not updating or submitting your 
schedule for 30 days we will need to take you off our sitter list and you will not receive any 
jobs.  
For sitters in Broward and Miami-Dade email schedule to: sflsitters@gmail.com 

How the sitter schedule is done: 
1. The schedule of your availability you provide will need to be the exact times that you can 

be on a job and begin working. The start and end times are the times you are able to be at 
the job, NOT the time you need to be home. Please factor in travel times to get to the job 
and back home from the job.  

2. If you do not have a computer or are having any computer or smart phone issues- please 
call in your schedule to the office or Email - Subject line: in email should read your name 
followed by the word “schedule” and the date of the first day of that schedule (FRIDAY).  

  *Eg.: Molly Jones: Schedule 6-5-09 
3. Availability Schedule should be for Friday two weeks out. The Agency may ask for your 

schedule a few weeks in advance or may call to request you to commit to a job further 
than 2 weeks in advance.  

4. Please be sure that if you put 5-10pm on your schedule of when you are available, and 
you accept a job for that time frame and you ABSOLUTELY cannot work past 10pm be 
sure when being confirmed for the job that you let the agency know that then. So, they can 
let the family know the sitter they are booking is not able to be at the job any later then a 
certain time. If you take the job till 10pm but are okay with staying as late as 11pm then be 
sure to let the agency know that as well so they can share that with the family.  

5. Deadline to email or call in schedule is Monday at 10 am every other week. 
6. If an end time is not given it is assumed that you do not have a specific time that you need 

to end work. If you are not available the entire day, please give specific time frames: eg.- 
9am- 4 pm.  

7. A work day is only considered when a minimum of 4 consecutive hours availability is 
given. 

8. Schedule changes: Must be updated immediately and can be called into the agency or 
emailed in advance.. After hours- the change must be emailed or left on the voicemail. 

9. If submitting by email the the following format must be followed and typed (or copied and 
pasted) in the body of the email:  
X= unavailable; A= All day/ anytime;  
6-5-09 Friday: X 
6-6-09 Saturday: 10 am- 2 pm 
6-7-09 Sunday: A 
6-8-09 Monday: 4 pm 
6-9-09 Tuesday: A 
6-10-09 Wednesday: 10 am-8 pm 
6-11-09 Thursday: 9 am- 8 pm 
6-12-09 Friday: x 
6-13-09 Saturday: A 
6-14-09 Sunday: 11am-7pm  
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6-15-09 Monday: 9am-1pm  
6-16-09 Tuesday: X 
6-17-09 Wednesday: X 
6-18-09 Thursday: A 
 

*** Please be timely and courteous about sending in your schedule, we can only 
provide you with jobs if you submit it.  Do not make us come to you. *** 

 
Scheduling Software 

 

Limited Locations will use a scheduling System. This is an alternative for some locations 
instead of emailing and calling in your schedule. After you are up and running as a sitter you 
will receive an email from the agency on how to exactly submit your schedule and if you will 
need to email it or if you will need to create a log in in the scheduling software system. It can 
be used on the computer or an app can be downloaded onto a smart phone.  What the 
system will allow for you to do:  
- Updates on jobs you are scheduled for  
- Updates on Time Changes and cancellations of jobs  
- Reminders that the job will start in 2 hours  
- Allows sitter to update at any time when they can and cannot work without contacting 
the agency  
- Availability can be added as far out as possible.  

 

Types of Client Memberships 
 

All membership types are available for Child Sitting and Elderly Companionship.  
Pet sitting memberships can only be Annual  
 

Daily: Valid for the date of the job only.  
Weekly: Valid for seven (7) consecutive days from the first date requested..  
Monthly: Valid for thirty (30) consecutive days from the first date requested.  
Annual: Valid for one year from the date requested. Annual Members are entitled to 
overnight referrals. They receive overnight care and a lower hourly rate. 

 
Job Placement 

 

Member Requests:  Clients tend to request sitters that they have had before and who they 
have been very happy with. 
Sitter Availability:   
- Sitters are contacted based on their availability  
- Sitters who email their schedules on time and/or are able to give a set schedule for 2 

weeks at a time will be called first for a job. 
- Those sitters who have failed to get their schedule in on time (every other Monday by 10 

am) or those who do not return texts or calls, will be at the bottom of the call list. 
Location: Job location is considered when a sitter is called, and distance sitter is willing to 
travel is taken into consideration 
Experience:  Sitters who have the most experience will be placed at the top of the call list 
Best Match:  Sitters are called based on certain criteria that match the client’s requests. 
If you are an active sitter with our agency it is very important you always check your 
emails for jobs. 
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Job Confirmation Emails 

 

Generally, each job will be confirmed with you by email and will include all pertinent 
information. In some cases, you may be required to write down the information. Be prepared 
as this information will not be available after hours- keep it in a safe place!  

− Information that will be provided: client name, address and phone number 

− Please google map or yahoo map your starting location to determine the relevant 
mileage that you are entitled to charge, this serves as proof to be provided to the client 
at time of payment.  

* If rides are shared, mileage may only be charged once! * 
Once a sitter confirms they have received the job confirmation and are all set that means you 
accept the job and you will be there.  
 
EXAMPLE:  

PLEASE CONFIRM YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS 
FAMILY NAME:  
CELL PHONE FOR EMERGENCY:  
MEMBER TYPE:  
DATE AND TIMES:  
CHILDREN, Ages, and special conditions and allergies 
ADDRESS AND DIRECTIONS: MapQuest/GPS (see back of manual for relevant forms 
and directions) 
RATE TO BE PAID:  

 

Returning Calls 
 

Jobs are booked on a first come, first serve basis. If you fail to return the call to the 
Agency in a timely manner- your job may be given to the next sitter who returns the call. Calls 
must be returned within ½ hour or you will be placed at the bottom of the call list.  
The Agency will leave a message if we are unable to reach you. 
If you have indicated via your schedule that you are available for a job, please, always check 
your voicemail, text messages and emails frequently. 
Return a call to 877-735-4277 saying you have received the message, leave a detailed 
message answering all questions requested by the agency as well as if you are able to take 
the job. 
- Do not ignore the agency when contacted for a job- At least respond and say you are unable 
to take the job.  
 

 
Before Going to a Job 

 

1. Consultation:  
All sitters are paid CASH for a Face to face consultation with a family prior to the start 
of the job. It can be set up before going a final confirmation for a job is sent. Some 
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families will request a phone consultation there is no payment to sitter for this. 
Depending on the preference of the family on setting up a consultation, then the 
agency will set it up and schedule all details with the sitter and family.  It will normally 
be 15-20 minutes. During the consultation the family may ask the sitter about their 
experience and do a meet and greet with the kids. They will go over all specific details 
of the job, the location and where things are and what is expected of the sitter. This 
makes the family feel more comfortable about leaving their children, pet or elderly adult 
with the sitter/companion. If it is a pet sitting consultation then the family will also go 
over the details of the key and locking and unlocking the house.  
 

2. Check your email, voicemail, and text messages to be sure that there have not been 
any cancellations or changes. 

• Have the job information with you 

• Allow extra travel time. Child/Elderly Sitters arrive 15 minutes before the scheduled 
start Pet Sitters, always arrive 5 minutes prior to the requested time.  

• If you do not have a car, ensure that your ride is reliable and ready for you. 
 
3. Dress Code: - It is suggested that all sitters wear a Guardian Angels Sitting Service T-

shirt, Sweatshirt or Long Sleeved T-shirt at all times while on a job with jeans, long 
shorts or khaki pants. If you are cold and need a sweatshirt or sweater it must be plain 
with no large graphic or letter on it. It must be black, white or Aqua. No skirts or shoes 
with heels. No short booty shorts.   
 

• If you work multiple days in a row, you should wear Guardian Angels Sitting 
Apparel. It looks very professional and clean. This makes families feel safe. You 
can purchase as many shirts as you like online.  

• All shirts and bags should be purchased on our website under Guardian Angel 
Shop. Here is the site to order your shirt and bag. After you have ordered it, please 
let the agency know.  https://www.guardianangelssittingservice.com/guardian-
angel-shop.php 

• Please keep a bathing suit and change of clothes in your car in case they decide to 
allow you to take the children swimming  

• If they are not already on the site then a few times a year the agency will take 
orders for shirts and they typically cost the following: Long sleeved T-shirts and 
Short Sleeve Polos: $15-$25 and Sweatshirts: $25- $30. 

• After any job sitters are not to go bars or consume alcohol in public with any 
Guardian Angels apparel on .  

• For wedding jobs it is very important you read your confirmation in case there are 
special instructions on dress attire.  

• An emailed copy or a picture of your timesheet is not acceptable. Please always 
mail them in or turn in the original.  
 

4. Mary Poppins Bag - take something to the job that would be age appropriate, 
educational and fun for the child/children. Eg- Music/songs that you can sing with 
them, puppets, puzzles (ABC’s, US Map, Numbers). Bubbles, crayons, markers, 
coloring books, construction paper, rainbow looms, books.  The bags are not made to 
hold heavy things or too many things at once.  
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• Things in the bag can be purchased at the dollar store or thrift store - it should be 
inexpensive items.  If you need help, you can ask the agency for things they may 
have as well.  

• Bags are part of your uniform suggested. They make all sitters look very 
professional.  

• Be creative with your bag, for example you can get fabric markers and have the 
children sign it and put where they are from.  

 
5. Sitter Bio/Profile: Before you arrive, all families will have received a copy of your bio, 

that you have written about yourself during orientation. It is important that these bios 
are kept up to date. For example, if you graduate from college or have a child, it should 
be changed in your bio. The more that is written in your bio the better. Families feel 
more comfortable leaving their loved ones with our sitters, if they know a little bit about 
the sitter coming. They also share it with their children. It is the responsibility of the 
sitter to ask for their bio from the agency, so it can be updated. The more information 
included in the bio the more excited the family is to meet the sitter.  Sometimes 
multiple sitter’s bios are sent to a family before a consultation. Bio pictures should 
always be taken by someone else. Selfies are not excepted.  

 
6. Timesheets: To be turned in within 24 hours after a job.  

• This is a Legal Document which serves as the agency’s record of a sitting period.  

• Sitting Period: The period between the start time and the time you leave a job 

• Weekly timesheet: used when you sit for the same family multiple times in one day 
or week.  

• Daily timesheet: if you are only sitting for a family once  

• All timesheets must be completely filled out and signed by the client, printed clearly 
in black or blue INK and must be kept in good condition 

• Sitters are responsible for their timesheets until they are turned into the agency. 
Never give them to or leave them with anyone. Keep them out of reach of children 
and pets. If a member requires a record of payment there is a receipt on the back. 
Sitters will be required to return to the agency to complete or correct timesheets 
with missing or inaccurate information for processing. 

• Timesheets must be turned in on a weekly basis. 

• Cancellations: upon arrival write, “CANCELLED” at the top of the timesheet. 

• Problem timesheets: incomplete timesheets or inaccurate timesheets will not be 
accepted.  

• A requirement is we MUST have the original document on file for every sitting 
period completed.  

• Do not turn in timesheet without a beginning, end time and a signature from the 
parents. Be sure to add up hours you worked and all information is filled in and the 
times are correct. It should always be what you worked and what you were paid for 
by the family not what you were scheduled to work.  

• You should only be expected to be paid for the actual hours that you work if it is 
above the hourly min for the job.  
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Arriving at the Job  
 

For all jobs it is very important you always leave early and plan to arrive early. Extra 
time must be allowed for all jobs in gated areas. Always be aware of speeding in any 
plantations, always allow that extra time to get a pass if needed as well. Always have 

extra cash on you in case there is a fee to get in or for parking.  
 

 Child/ Elderly Sitters 
1. If the job is at a hotel, be sure to go to the front desk and have the person at the desk call 

the room for the family to meet you in the lobby in public. If there is a line at the desk 
because of check in, then please call the family on their cell phone and let them know 
you are in the lobby and ask them to come down to meet you before you going to the 
room. This is for the safety of the sitter. Introduce yourself and let them know you are in 
the lobby and ask them to come meet you. Don’t’ wait in the line it will make you late and 
then the family can be late for their function.  

2. Introduce yourself: “Hello, my name is: __________. I am the Guardian Angel that has 
been referred to you by Guardian Angels Sitting Service!” 

3. Address the authorization form and the time sheet/rate sheet. At this time, it is good to 
share with the family your mileage and what the rate is so they will have the correct cash 
for you when they return.  Go over bedtime and bath instructions. Make sure they show 
you where things are. If in a hotel have them get out things such as bath supplies and 
pajamas or change of clothes so you do not have to rummage through their suitcases 
and stuff.  

4. Be sure to show them your gps or MapQuest directions you have printed.  
5. Obtain signatures and all special instructions, including medications, meal instructions, 

and emergency numbers.  
6. Get acclimated to the children/elderly person before the client leaves 

• If you got a ride to your job, inform the client upon your arrival that someone will be 
picking you up, when they return. They may want to call you when they are close to 
arriving home so that you may call for a ride home. 

• If the Elderly person is the member (not a friend or family member), or if they are 
alone when you arrive, they would sign off on the time sheet.  

7. Money:  If a parent gives you money, ask specifically what it is to be spent on and how 
much of it you are allowed to spend. Get receipts for everything you purchase with the 
money. If a receipt is not available, keep a written record and give it to the parent with 
any change that they may have. 

 
 
 Pet Sitters 
 Consultations –  
 Should last 15-20 minutes and all pet details and key information should be gone over.  
1. Greet the animal that you will be caring for 
2. If you are there for a 15-minute visit:  

• Give fresh water/ food and any medication that is requested by the client. If there is a 
litter pan or cage that needs to be cleaned, please clean and dispose of the dirty 
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materials in an outside trashcan, in a tied plastic bag, unless otherwise instructed by 
the family.  

3. If you are there for a 30-minute visit:  

• Give fresh water/ food and any medication that is requested by the client. Take the 
animal out for a potty break; exercise and playtime. Please leave enough time to 
clean the litter or cage as well.  

4. If Dog Walking- 

• Spend the majority of the time (30 minutes) walking the Dog (s) outside…. the dog(s) 
should receive fresh food and water prior to leaving.  

5. Make sure that the door that you entered the house by and any door that you used while 
letting the pets in/out is locked prior to leaving. 

6. Key - Be sure when you leave the house to take the dog (s) outside you bring the key 
with you and do not lock the key in the house. On the last visit please leave the key on 
the counter for the client and lock the door behind you. 
 

7. Sitters will be held responsible for the contents of the house should damage arise due 
to your negligence. 

 

During the Job 
 

1.Video Cameras: We are realizing that more and more families are using nanny cams in  
both hotel rooms and in their homes. We have looked into the legality of this and we have 
found that it is perfectly legal, and they do NOT have to disclose to the babysitter that they 
are using video to monitor the children/ sitter. Not all families do this of course, but it is 
best practice to ASSUME that all families have this as it is becoming so popular. We know 
that all of our sitters are the best of the best and this is not an issue for us, but out of 
courtesy, just wanted to make all of our sitters aware of this up and coming practice!  

2. No sleeping on the job at any time. You must be awake and alert at all times.  
3. Ask questions prior to the family leaving you with the children, write them down.  
4. Follow instructions specifically how they are left for you by the parents.  
5. Do not put things in the crib with babies.  

 
Arriving Late 

 

 This will result in an incident report. 

 Arriving late is UNACCEPTABLE and could jeopardize the Agency’s reputation for 
reliable, punctual sitters and therefore the sitter will risk future job referrals, being placed 
on probation or termination. 

 Always contact the Agency and the client immediately if you are going to be late to the 
job or are running late. Do not let the family contact the agency first. The first minute you 
are late they will call the agency. Before you call the client, block your number by pushing 
*67 then dial the number. Apologize, explain why you are late, tell them when you will be 
there. 

*     Please make sure you always plan on arriving 15 minutes early to your job in case     
      something happens you can still be close to arriving on time. PLEASE TAKE INTO  
      CONSIDERATION THE IMPORTANCE OF ARRIVING ON TIME! 
*For any group job that there is a sitter in charge please call their cell phone that is listed on 
the confirmation when you know you will be late to the job due to traffic or parking.  
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Child Sitting and Elderly Companion 
Arriving late could also affect the client’s plans that may involve dinner reservations, 
movie/show tickets or business deals. You also may be jeopardizing the relationship between 
the hotel and its guest and with our Agency.  

 If you arrive late, the 4-hour minimum can no longer be charged.  

 If the job ends within the 4 hours, the start time becomes the time that you arrived.  
 

 
Pet Sitting 
Arrive 5 minutes earlier than the expected start time to ensure on-time arrival Most pets are 
on a strict routine with potty breaks/ eating habits and showing up later than what the client 
requests could result in damage to the home by the pet or could cause the animal to be left 
hungry or in discomfort, in need of a potty break.  

 

Leaving the Job & Collecting Payment 
Child/Elderly 
1. If the family is late arriving home then please don’t text or call them asking where they are. 

There is nothing worse than the babysitter checking in on the family. Prior to them leaving 
you can just remind them you are scheduled until a certain time and if they think they may 
be later they can let you know that then. If you are unable to stay later then what you were 
scheduled for just remind them then.  

2. Please use the form Babysitters Feedback to report back on activities, behavior and 
progress. This form is designed to give our clients the important information about their 
loved ones while they were gone. 

3. Families will complain if they are not given enough detail about the time you spent with 
their children.  

4. PLEASE make sure that homes and hotel rooms are being left IMMACULATE. Parents 
should return to a noticeably tidier home or hotel room then when they left. Dishes used 
should be in the dishwasher or washed. Leftover food should be put away in the fridge- 
counters and tables wiped after meals etc. If kids are bathed, the clothes should be in the 
hamper and the bath toys put away. All toys or anything played with should be put away 
neatly. Kids and parents LOVE crafts, but all must be cleaned up when you are done. If 
you are using crafts, markers, crayons, paints then be very careful of other’s properties. If 
something gets marked on their property notify the family and agency. Do not ignore it. 
This is super important. This is the LAST impression a family has of YOU and of GASS. If 
parents walk into a messy house, messier than when they left, it will affect your tip and 
most likely will affect the chance of them calling our agency again. Parents do NOT want to 
have to spend time cleaning up after just enjoying a nice night out or after coming in from 
work. So please remember to take the extra time when you have down time, when kids are 
sleeping or along the way and make the effort to keep up with things. It will not go 
unnoticed and the Parents will be very grateful. Not to mention, it is GASS policy.  

5. Do not leave your belongings or agency’s toys at any event or home. Be sure you pack up 
everything and take with you.  

6. Let them know the agency will be contacting them for feedback on our services through an 
online survey. Please encourage them to send a testimony or fill out our survey after they 
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use our services. We add all of the great things families say to our sitter’s personal bios. 
We love their testimonies! We share them on our website and social media for all to see.  

7. Collect your fee from the member at the end of the sitting period.   
• In Cash.  
• Families have to pay the agency fees by credit card on file.  
• Calculate Fees: Sitters are responsible for calculating fees owed to themselves  
• Use the timesheet to refer to how much you are receiving for your services and 

how much the agency fees are in case they ask.  
• Payment: Inform the member what they owe you (the sitter) explain how the 

payment should be made if they are unclear.  
• You will be responsible for making up any errors in calculations and collections. 
• Foreign Currency: Never accept foreign currency or traveler’s checks. 

Members are informed in advance of the payment options (cash/ check/credit 
card) from the client. 

8. Most importantly THANK THEM for using the agency!  
9. Your ride is to wait in the car for you upon arriving to pick you up. 
10. Contact the agency via email, text (preferred) or phone to report the number of hours that 

you worked. Please do this as soon as possible.  
11. Return the completed timesheet to Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami-

Dade County LLC (address in front of packet) within 24 hours after the job. 
12. Before leaving please make sure that you count the payment in front of the client to ensure 

that it is correct. If they overpay you please make sure that the client knows that they are 
only supposed to give you the sitter's fee and not the agency fees. 

 
 
Collecting Payment for Pet sitting jobs:  
• The client will be instructed to leave an envelope for you on the kitchen table. It will have 

Guardian Angels and the date of that sitting period written on it and enclosed will be the 
cash for that sitting period.  

• Some clients will be gone for multiple days so there may be multiple envelopes on the 
table. Only take the envelope that is marked with the date that you are there, as another 
sitter may be going to care for the animals on the other dates.  

 
* Even if you are scheduled to care for that client’s pet(s) all week, you are not to take 
payment in advance for any day other than the day you are physically there. 
 
 
 
 
General Collection Problems: 
If the member has NO CASH for the sitter fee, ask the member to go to an ATM machine and 
get cash. If they are unable to get cash from an ATM then have them write a check made out 
to you (the sitter) for the amount that they owe you. (We do not encourage this)  
 
If the member fails to leave the correct amount of cash in an envelope for a pet sitter or does 
not leave an envelope- you MUST call the agency immediately upon arriving at the home. If 
you do not call upon arrival, we will not be able to contact the client at a later date or time and 
tell them that the money was not there.  
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Taxes: 
• Guardian Angel Sitters are independent contractors. They are responsible for reporting 

their own income. The agency does not keep track of the cash that the sitter makes.  
• Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami-Dade County LLC is not 

responsible for keeping track of hours worked or income earned. Please DO NOT ASK 
the Agency for this information.  

• You will receive a 1099 for group sitting jobs if you receive over $600 in payment. This 
form will be mailed to you at the end of the year. (Anything that is paid to the sitter by 
check from the agency is kept track of) 
 

Change of Address:  
A new form must be provided to the agency anytime there is a name change or a change of 
address. This must be done immediately to avoid checks being sent to the wrong name and 
address.  

 
 

Sitter Illness 
 

If you are sick and know you are contagious in any way or you are unable to provide quality 
care expected for child(ren) or an elderly person you should not work. 
• Notify the Agency immediately when you begin to feel sick so that we may begin to try to 

find a replacement. Keep in contact with the Agency so that we know your status in the 
event that it passes and you are able to work after all. 

• If you actually get sick notify the agency immediately as a replacement will have to be 
found as soon as possible. 

• You will be removed from the schedule until you call in and tell the agency that you are 
well enough to work and provide a Dr’s note.  

• If you get sick while on a job call the Agency immediately! We will try to arrange a 
replacement for the Client. After speaking with the Agency, call the Client. 

• This would be documented by the agency as an incident. If the sitter becomes sick 
multiple times and has to cancel on jobs the sitter will be terminated.  

• Do not wait until a couple hours before the job starts to let the agency know you are sick.  
• If you feel one bit sick the night before a job notify the agency ASAP 
 

 

Sitter Replacements 
 

• All requests are recorded as incidents. 
• Some requests may be denied.  
• This is strongly discouraged unless it is a SERIOUS emergency. 
• Documentation of the emergency must be provided. 
• Repeated requests may lead to probation or termination with the agency. 
• If you are confirmed for a job for all dates and times of the job and then a day does not 

work for you anymore and the agency cannot find a replacement for you for that job and 
the agency has to cancel on the family, then it will be the responsibility of the sitter to 
pay for the loss of agency fees. The sitter will need to compensate the agency prior to 
taking another job. For example, if it was a 4 hour job the agency is losing $8/hour and 
the sitter would owe the agency $32. 
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Group Job Procedures 

 

1. Forms: On the first day of the event each family will need to fill out a registration form.  
These are to be kept in the rooms at all times during the event. The form establishes potty 
needs, feeding, recommended method of discipline, special instructions, child’s age and 
the parents contact information, specific child information form.  

2. Name Tags: Each child gets a name tag with FIRST AND LAST NAME for themselves and 
their belongings.  As a sitter, you must put on a name tag as well prior to the arrival of the 
children.  

3. Signing in and Out: Parents will need to sign in their child when they arrive and leave. 
Infants room will have a potty sheet for the sitters to log each time a child is diapered, or 
taken to the bathroom and what time. This is important information for the parent  

4. Boo Boo Report: If a child is hurt during an event, complete a Boo Boo Report which 
describes the event.  Always pull the parent to the side when they pick up their child to 
have them sign the form. Don’t make a public announcement. The top half is for the parent 
and the bottom half is for the sitter to turn in to the agency.  

5. Payment: You will only be paid for the hourly min and anything that you work over it. If the 
job is scheduled from 8am -2pm and you get to leave at 1pm you are only paid to 1pm. Be 
sure that the timesheet reflects exact times always that are worked.  In most cases, the 
sitters are paid after the job is complete. It will typically take 7-10 days for payment by 
check from the agency depending on the event. It will be stated in the detailed job 
confirmation sent out how long payment should take. Military Strong Bonds Retreats are 
government events and will always take 30 days before payment for working will be sent 
out.  

6. Timesheets and Mileage:  Must be left there in the binder or handed to the person in 
charge in order to receive payment.  If you leave without turning in your timesheet it will 
take longer to get paid. To be paid for mileage you must turn in a printed out MapQuest 
sheet. Sitters are asked to bring timesheets to each group job.  

7. Supervisor: Each group job will be assigned a Sitter in Charge. Everyone will be aware of 

who the people in charge will be prior to the start of the jobs. That person will be paid extra for their 
extra duties of making sure everything runs smoothly. They will record what sitters are on time and 
what sitters are not. They will make sure families are aware of the proper pick up times and drop off 
times. Times will be posted at the registration table for everyone to be aware of. This individual will 

act as a sitter still but will also monitor the room and take control. The “person in charge” is the 
one to contact first during events for any issues that arise during the event. The agency is 
to be contacted only if you are not able to get a hold of the person in charge. Anything that 
is during the event should be brought to the person in charges attention.  

8. What is Prohibited: Sitters do not sit and watch kids play. Do not watch other sitters play 
with kids. Cell phones are not to be used in the presence of kids. This will not be 
tolerated for any reason Children stay in the room at all times unless being taken to the 
restroom. Sitters are only given breaks with permission if there are no children. You will be 
asked to leave if you are not interacting and will only be paid until the time you were there.  

9. Toys and Activities:   Toys and Activities: The agency provides all toys and activities for the 
children. Sitters will have a half an hour to set up before the children arrive. Please take the 
toys out of the tubs  and put them out on the tables in a fun organized manner and please 
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take only a few toys at a time. Please monitor the children and the toys so the children play 
safely, and the toys remain in good condition. We would like all the toys to remain in good 
playing condition so that the next group of sitters can use the toys for their kids! 
The toys need to be cleaned, organized and put back into the correct boxes and bags. 
PLEASE do not throw the toys back into the tubs. PLEASE be polite to the next group of 
sitters using the toys! On the last day of the event the person in charge will assign one 
person in each room to make sure this is done correctly and also make sure that all toys 
are wiped down in that room.  
Board games- Each Child that wants to play a game needs to gather a group together and 
play with them. Do not let them jump from one game to the next. Before starting a new 
game, make sure the first one is put away. We have a list of children's activities and 
suggestions that we can provide to you upon request. 

10. Drop off and Pick up of Children: Cater to the families at drop off and pick up. Do not sit at 
the tables in the room and watch parents walk through the door. Greet them and introduce 
yourself to them and the children.  All sitters must be on their feet or on the floor interacting 
with another child. Take their stuff from the parents and ask questions about where things 
are in their bag and make sure all is labeled with the child’s name. Same with at drop off, 
when the parent walks through the door, greet them and help gather the child’s belongings 
and get the child ready to walk out the door with the parent/parents. 

11. Logs:  Two logs we use during group events is the Feeding and Diaper Changing or 
Bathroom Break log. There will be a binder in each room and each time a sitter changes 
the child or takes them to the bathroom it needs to be recorded.  Anytime a sitter leaves 
the room with a child that child needs to be signed in and out by the sitter. PLEASE DO 
THIS AS IT IS VERY IMPORTANT. DO NOT TAKE CHILDREN INTO THE HALLS TO SIT 
THERE WITH THEM. KIDS MUST STAY IN ROOMS. All sitters must read each Individual 
child form that is filled out on each child to read about the potty needs and belongings of 
that child.  

12. Door Monitor: The person in charge will assign a door monitor for the room. As soon as the 
door opens that door monitor needs to go to the door to avoid other children escaping the 
room. 

13. Child Sickness:  We will remind parents /chaplain that if their child or children has been 
sick within 24 hours of being dropped off in the childcare room that they have to have  the 
child stay with them or that THEY SHOULD MAKE OTHER ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE 
CHILD'S CARE. If you believe that a child is sick at drop off or If a parent tells you the 
child is sick then please bring to the attention of the person in charge right away. Once the 
parent drops off and leaves the child has already spread germs and made sitters and 
other children capable of getting sick. So, this needs to be addressed prior if possible. If a 
child becomes sick while in the care of Guardian Angels Sitting Service we will ask the 
parent to come pick up the child and not return with them until 24 hours after they are 
feeling better. Before any sitter goes over this policy with a parent, please let the person in 
charge know of the situation and be the one to tell the parents privately.  

14. Medications: Any EpiPen, inhalers, medications (cold medicine, Tylenol) or anything that 
could harm another child, if it got in their possession, needs to be given at check in to the 
sitter in charge. If a parent hands you any of these items, walk them out to the sitter in 
charge and have them put in a baggie and labeled for the sitter in charge. Do not allow 
these to be laid around on tables in the children’s rooms.  If a child has a feeding tube 
please do not touch if it is moved or falls out call the family right away don’t try to handle 
the situation and putting it back in. Please make sure the family is aware that we do not 
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administer medicine and they will need to come back in the room to do that. We will use 
the EpiPen or inhaler, only for emergency situations.  

15. Cleanliness:  Sitters must adhere to good hygiene practices. If you are blowing or wiping 
your nose or a child’s nose, please wash your hands afterwards. Always use antibacterial 
lotion before handling children or moving on to handling a different child. If you are sick, 
then please avoid working large events. Always place diapers into an enclosed bag and tie 
up bag before placing in trash.  The state policy is for child care workers to place diapers 
in an enclosed container.  There is not always an enclosed container in a hotel, but we 
can “enclose” the diapers in a bag. The diaper changing table/area should be used ONLY 
for diapering to prevent cross-contamination. Do not place bottles, sippy cups, or food on 
the diaper changing table. Bags, hand sanitizer, band aids, are provided in the person in 
charges bin.  

16. Family Belongings: Only go in the bags of the family for what you need.  If you see things 
in there that are a concern, bring it up to the person in charge.  Do not share with other 
sitters the information. Do not take it upon yourself to handle the situation yourself. If there 
is something very valuable of the families such as iPad, camera, or cell phone please let 
the family know that we would prefer they take it so we are not responsible for it.  

17. Food and Snacks: We do not provide food or snacks for the children.  Please do not feed 
children your own snacks.  During some events the sitters will need to monitor and feed 
the children dinner provided by the venue. Children have many allergies, so it is essential 
that we do not feed them anything that has not been approved by the parents. During 
most events food is not included for childcare workers. We try to always let the sitters 
know ahead of time. But please plan to eat before and after the event and bring snacks or 
meal for yourself for when the children are eating.  

18. Handling Babies: Don’t let children hold babies.  If a baby is injured because we let 
another child hold it, and the baby is dropped, we are liable.  Exception is if parents give 
the OK for an older sibling to assist in comforting a younger sibling.  Otherwise, no kids 
holding kids.  Likewise, don’t let children pick each other up. Don’t shake babies or put 
them down un attended on a changing pad or table.  

19. Leaving Babies Unattended:  Do not leave a baby unattended on the floor with other 
children. If you need to walk away from a floor baby, be sure someone is watching them, 
especially if there are older children in the room.   

20. Choking Hazards: Always be alert to small pieces lying on the floor that can be put in 
baby’s mouth.  Sometimes older toys get mixed in and small things end up on the 
floor.  Always be on the lookout for choking hazards.  If some of the agency toys that are 
in the tubs are broken or have sharp edges please discard or give to the person in charge.  

21. Know the Emergency Exits: Sitter in charge will have an emergency plan.  
22. Tips: During a group job, if any tips are received, they must be given to the sitter in charge 

to be split between all sitters. Do not keep the money for yourself. It is a group effort when 
there are multiple sitters on a job.  

 

Suggestions and feedback after events are always encouraged and appreciated. 
 

Sitter Behavior and Presentation 

Always be aware that you are representing the agency any time you are wearing your 
Guardian Angels shirt, whether on the hotel property or in public.  Be sure to wear shoes 
when you take children outside the room.  Be aware of inappropriate conversation between 
sitters in public regarding children/parents/events, etc.  Be aware of using inappropriate 
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language.  You never know what can be picked up and passed on. Always be aware of the 
impression you are making to the parents and potential clients. Always stay positive, smile 
and be polite.  The impression you give or leave with a family can make or break our business 
and the feedback given! 

Releasing a Child to an Intoxicated Adult 
 

If a parent arrives in an extremely intoxicated state whereby you feel that the child's safety 
would be compromised to release the child into their care, you can attempt to politely delay 
the parent, explain your concerns, and contact another authorized adult listed as an 
emergency contact on the registration form. Otherwise, have the sitter in charge contact the 
senior person in charge of the event.  For military events, it is usually either an officer in 
charge or a chaplain in charge.  If the person is not on the parent's emergency contact list, the 
child should not be released to them. If you are unsuccessful in reaching an authorized 
person, and the parent poses a threat to the safety of their child due to significant impairment, 
the sitter in charge of the event may contact the police as a last resort or onsite security of 
resort or plantation.  This is a sensitive situation where we must balance the safety of the 
child with respecting the rights of the parent. 
 
We have many other opportunities to make money other than babysitting, pet sitting 
and elderly companionship with individual families.  
 

Summer Activities Programs and Camps  
 

Some Resorts/Plantations will hire Guardian Angels Sitting Service to run a week-long camp, 
day camp, kids Night out, or crafts by the pool for a specific day. The location that is hiring the 
agency will be in charge of marketing these types of programs and keeping track of how 
many children will be attending. 

 

1. The agency designs the summer camps and activity programs that run for 9-12 weeks at 
many resorts and plantations and Kids night outs.  

2. Each type of program is designed specifically for the location and what they are 
requesting.  

3. We staff these programs with Activities coordinators anywhere from 3-5 days a week, 5-7 
hours a day or night  

4. If you are a coordinator then you represent both the agency and the Resort.  
5. Activities coordinators are required to wear a name tag for the resort.  
6. Activities coordinators are not allowed on their cell phone  
7. Most programs are indoor and have some outdoor activities such as crafts, outdoor 

playtime, golf lessons, tennis lessons, and soccer time.  
8. We ask that you wear Guardian Angels Apparel unless instructed otherwise.  

 
Crafts -The agency can be hired around Easter, 4th of July, Memorial Day weekend to do the 
specific holiday crafts outside at the pool for the guests. The families can come and go and 
pay per craft. It is not a drop off.  Parents stay with children while they are doing the craft. 
Guardian Angels picks the crafts and helps with ordering the supplies for them.  
 
Camps - Some locations want more of an Arts and Crafts camp, while others may want us to 
manage something more sports oriented with golf, tennis and soccer. We usually put together 
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themes for these type of programs. This will sometimes help to draw more children to the 
Camps or Activities being offered. Camps are usually where it will be a drop off in the morning 
and pick up in the afternoon.  

 
 

Church Nurseries and Events 
 

1. Churches in the area will become annual members and use our agency to staff the 
nursery, or retreats they hold at the church or mid-week programs.  

2. The church provides the agency with the times they need staff 
3. Guardian Angels Apparel is to be worn 
4. Sometimes there will be other workers working beside you. You are all equal and there 

to do the same thing.  
5. We sometimes set up a lower hourly min for what they need instead of the 4 hour min  
6. Most of the church jobs are ongoing weekly jobs and the church will request the same 

sitters each week. 

 
         Military Events 

 

Strong Bonds Retreats  
Is a unit-based, chaplain-led program which assists commanders in building individual 
resiliency by strengthening the Army Family. The core mission of the Strong Bonds program 
is to increase individual Soldier and Family member readiness through relationship education 
and skills training.  

Strong Bonds is conducted in an offsite retreat format in order to maximize the training effect. 
The retreat or “get away” provides a fun, safe, and secure environment in which to address 
the impact of relocations, deployments, and military lifestyle stressors. During these events 
the Chaplain runs the retreat and a program for the parents and asks for Guardian Angels to 
provide child care. These events are paid for by the government. These events can run from 
1 -3 days. 

In order to work these events then there are some other screening requirements. After you 
become a sitter we will send you an email sharing the details of what these events entail. The 
hourly rate is set by the government for these events depending on the location.  

Some of these events are in locations sitters must travel to and are given paid 
accommodations, for working.  

 
While You Are on the Job 

 

NO Smoking 
Smoking is not permitted at ANY time while working. Please also refrain from smoking 
prior to going to a job. Smoke lingers on your clothing and clients will smell this on you 
immediately.  Try not to smoke in your care prior to going to the job as well.  

 
NO Alcohol 
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• You are not to drink alcohol of any kind before, during, or after a job. You are to 
politely decline if a client offers you an alcoholic beverage once a job has ended. 

• You are not to drink alcohol with or in front of the client, children or friends at any 
time. 

• Please be responsible and DO NOT go to a job hungover. Being hungover leaves a 
bad impression and we need you to be 100% when at our sitting jobs. 

 
NO Visitors 

• Visitors are not allowed at any time while on a job. This includes your friends or family 
members regardless of whether the client says that it is okay. You are putting our 
reputation on the line and the child/children could be at risk, as we do not personally 
clear any visitors. All sitters who have contact with clients and their children are 
carefully screened, background checked, and hand selected therefore we will not be 
responsible for a friend or family member who has not undergone this process as you 
have.  

• If you run into a friend or family member while on a job, be polite, say hello, make 
introductions, and explain that you are working and move on. 

• You are to be professional, interactive and have 100% of your attention on the 
children/elderly AT ALL TIMES. 

 
Personal Work & Homework 

• ONLY once the child(ren) are sleeping and the house/toys etc. are straightened up 
and your time sheet is completed. All personal work must be brought on the job in a 
backpack, bag or purse. 

• NO PERSONAL CELL PHONE USE.   
 
Food & Drinks 

• Eat before you go to a job. 
• Do not finish the clients food or drink during any sitting job. 
• Never eat or drink anything without permission. 
• Do not order room service or use money left by the client for the children to order food 

for yourself, unless instructed. Always ask for the bill or receipt. If you do not you can 
be held responsible for all charges.  

• If a client offers to order room service use your discretion and thank them. Never 
order an expensive item. Order most reasonable. Do not take advantage. If a family 
complains about the cost of their room service bill then it is your responsibility to 
reimburse them.  

• Never eat in front of or offer your personal snacks to the children. 
• If you are on an all day job, clients are responsible for supplying you with meals that 

fall during the time that you are working. 
• Never take items from a hotel mini bar without permission from the client. If the client 

says that it is okay, ask them for a specific limit, as these items are often expensive. 
• If caring for a child in a hotel ask the client specifically if you should feed the children 

from the hotel restaurant or order room service. Ask them if there is anything 
specifically their children like to eat or they would like for the children to eat and which 
location they prefer. Ask if there are any snacks/drinks that their children are NOT 
allowed to have. For example- candy or soda. 

• If you do eat something let family know what you ate.  
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• If the job is longer than 4 hours – please bring your own meal, snacks, and 
beverages.  

 
              
 
Family’s Belongings 

• Do not use the family’s personal phones, computers or iPads unless it is an 
emergency. Even if they tell you that you can, we recommend that you do not.  

• Do not print anything at the family’s house  

• Do not become too comfortable at the house and feel you are okay to use their 
personal things.  

 
Interacting with Children 
We pride ourselves in standing apart from any other babysitting agency in that we interact 
with the children the entire time that we are with them. Do not play on electronics the whole 
time with the child/children.  This means: 

• We do NOT just let them watch TV or play alone while we are there with them. 

• Playing games or with toys that are age appropriate that may also stimulate learning; 
singing songs; reading books; coloring; drawing, educating them on something they did 
not already know. For example, if the child does not yet know how to count- work on 
counting or ABC’s, colors or days of the week. Talk to the child/children and see what 
they know and then try to teach them something new. Parents will be impressed that 
you are teaching their child and interacting with them and this will set you apart. 

• Do not talk or text on the phone. Put your phone away. The children are watching you 
and tell their parents.  

• A nanny bag comes in handy when first arriving at a job and pulling it out with a new 
toy or activity to keep the children or child’s attention.  

• Cell phones can be a distraction. IN order to give 100%, we ask you turn your cell 
phone off and put it away and only check it throughout the job to see if the parents 
have tried to reach you. We want all sitters to play and interact with the children during 
the whole sitting session.  

• Never take a child to the beach or the pool without specific instructions from the 
parents. If you are not able to get in the pool yourself with the child or if you do not 
know how to swim do not to take them to partake in any water activities. 

 

Cleaning up 
• Sitters are responsible for cleaning up and putting away anything used while on the 

job 
• Counters & highchairs should be wiped, dishes washed/dried or loaded in the 

dishwasher, leftover food should be put in the refrigerator.  
• If you do not find time to do this before parents come back then please explain that 

you ran out of time and apologize. Ask if they want you to stay and do it.  
• All toys played with should be picked up and put away by the time that the client 

arrives home. If they arrive home early- clean up toys prior to leaving their home. 
• After bathing the child(ren) hang bath towels to dry, put dirty clothing in laundry or fold 

it neatly, put bath toys away, wipe up water.  
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• It is always refreshing for the client to come home to find a home/ hotel room that is 
cleaner than what they left. Doing a little extra will go a long way and they will notice 
this effort! 

• If you did not have time explain that before leaving and offer to still clean up.   
 
 
 

Taking Children Out and Driving Children 
 

• NO CHILD IS TO BE DRIVEN unless clearance is given from the agency FIRST.  
The family may request for a DMV record to be made through the agency, which must 
be given to the parents. If the parents ask you to drive their children they must notify 
the agency first, so we can go over the risks with them and ensure the DMV record 
check is done first. 

• Permission must be given by the parents in order take the child(ren) out. The parents 
must approve all destinations; be very specific. You are not to take the child(ren) 
anywhere that the parent has not given you permission to take them.  

• Do not do any personal errands while the children are with you. 
• All Children must be wearing a seatbelt or sit in a booster or car seat at all times! 

Parents MUST install the car seat in your car prior to leaving to ensure that it is 
properly installed. NO child is permitted to sit in the front seat of your car for any 
reason. Airbags can kill children. Drive the speed limit and be extremely careful while 
transporting anyone’s child- they are precious cargo! 
 

Babysitters Feedback Report (included in this manual) 
 

• The first thing families want to know is what did you do with my child/children the 
whole time. In this manual we have a form called the Babysitters Feedback Report. 
Families love this report and if filled out correctly it will answer all the questions they 
have when they return. Make sure you document it all and go over it with them 
before you leave. If you fill out the form as the job goes on then you won’t forget to 
let them know anything that occurred. One of the biggest complaints we get from 
families is that the sitter rushed out the door when they got home. Your feedback is 
very important to them and will help them request you in the future!  

 
Confidentiality 
 

• NEVER under ANY circumstance give a client or anyone else you meet on a job your 
personal information including address, phone numbers or email to contact you in the 
future about jobs.  

• We do not give families the sitters phone numbers prior to jobs. They are told that 
they will be given a way to communicate when the sitter arrives to the job.  

• If families do contact the sitter after the job the sitter is not to respond and let the 
agency know right away.  

• Do not give out any information about other sitters who work for our Agency. 
• Never refer friends who are interested in babysitting directly to a client, always refer 

them to the Agency. 
• All information about families that you obtain as a result of going out on a job is to 

remain strictly confidential and should never ever be shared with anyone. 
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• Never repeat anything that you hear while on a job that was referred to you by 
Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami Dade County LLC. Never 
gossip with clients about other clients or with other sitters, friends or family members 
about the client, their children, anyone in their household, friends or their home. 

• We live in communities where many clients know each other. Gossip and breaking 
confidentiality will compromise the reputation of the sitter and Guardian Angels Sitting 
Service of Broward and Miami Dade County LLC.  
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The Member Sitter Relationship 
 

• ALL contact and correspondence between members and sitters MUST TAKE PLACE 
THROUGH GUARDIAN ANGELS SITTING SERVICE. 

• Contacting a member for ANY reason aside from an emergency on the way or during 
a job is strictly prohibited. 

• The agency will notify the sitter of any messages or mail received from a 
client/member. 

• Unless a vacation or visit is arranged through the agency, the sitter may not vacation 
or visit with the member. This includes social activities such as going to dinner, 
hanging out by their pool or going out on their boat. 

• If a family asks you to come back and sit on another day, you can kindly say you are 
available to go back on that day, but they will have to contact the agency in order for 
you to take the job. 

• Time changes- If the family wants to change the time then they can, but they have to 
go through the agency and we will confirm with the sitter that it works for them.  

• Always direct someone that contacts you that you have sat for before through the 
agency back to the agency.  

• If the family needs to change their time or cancel you for another day you are 
scheduled they must contact the agency or it is not valid. Do not agree to time 
changes or cancellations with the family directly. Don’t accept jobs by families.  

 
** Not following the guidelines above will be considered a violation of your 
contract with Guardian Angels Sitting Service of Broward and Miami-Dade 

County LLC ** 
 

 

Unethical Member-Sitter Relationships 
 
A member who approaches you and asks you to work directly for them without going through 
the agency is dishonest and is asking you to be dishonest as well. They are aware that they 
are NOT at any time to ask you to do this and that you also have a contract prohibiting you 
from doing this. A sitter is our Agency’s product and going around the Agency and taking a 
sitter is stealing our product. If they are willing to lie and steal from the agency they trust to 
provide childcare referrals for their children, they are dishonest and will be dishonest with you 
at some point in the future as well. 

• If a member approaches you to ask you to work directly for them outside of the 
agency- an appropriate response would be “That would be a violation of my contract 
with the agency, but when you call them, you may request me”.  The agency has 
cards that you can take with you here you can write your name on card and give to 
the family.  

• We have business cards available for sitters upon request.  You can give them a 
business card with your name on it. This will allow them to recommend the agency to 
their friends and request you again. 

• Inform the agency immediately of ANY attempt or mention of you working directly for 
them. The agency will document the members name and what was said and/or 
offered. 
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• Dishonest members attempt to breakdown the moral and ethical relationship between 
the sitter and the agency for their own personal gain. Do not take this as a 
compliment, but rather as an insult to your own moral character. 

• If a sitter and member go outside of the Agency they will both be taken to court and 
can be sued for the amounts stated in their contracts. The sitter will also be unable to 
contact the agency for assistance with any problems that may arise while working for 
this member. 

• Contract violations are taken very seriously. The agency will not hesitate to go to 
court to protect itself, name and profit.  

• While on a group job, if you are asked to babysit privately for a family have them 
contact the Sitter in Charge or call the agency directly. Do not give out your number 
that is a huge liability for our agency, You and the group that booked us for that job.  
 

All Social Media - Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Google, Pinterest 
 

• We hope that our sitters are always engaging in ethical, clean fun and always display a 
great behavior. 

• We encourage sitters to make your Facebook pages private. Many families ask for last 
names of sitters and can easily find you.  

• Don’t write anything specific, on any social media outlets, about families. 

• Please do become a fan and follow our pages so you can share our posting and 
pictures with your friends and family.  

• We do recognize our sitters in our posts by posting testimonies and sitters bios. 

• Don’t become friends with families  

• If families request you DO NOT ACCEPT THEM. It is one more way for the family to 
ask you to sit outside of the agency.  

• Do not post pictures of children, you are sitting for, on any social media sites.   

• Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest and Google Plus, Foursquare, 
and Yelp. Links are listed in the beginning of this packet.  

Newsletters 
• We will send out a sitter newsletter and family newsletter 

• We will try to communicate a lot of information through the newsletter instead of 
multiple emails throughout the month 

 

Qualifications for “SITTER OF THE QUARTER” include the following: 
• Going above and beyond the call of duty 

• Being "available" when you say you are "available" 

• Emailing your schedule on time, to the correct email address 

• Calling in any schedule changes immediately 

• Flexibility with last minute changes in job details i.e. number of children, slight time 
changes etc. 

• Not complaining about "petty" things but able to communicate when something really 
important needs to be discussed 

• Willingness to drive a distance outside of the area in which you live 

• Sending in time sheets on time (within one week of job) 

• Having time-sheets completed correctly 
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• Taking jobs/helping us last minute or when we are 'in a pinch', when you are not 
technically "available".  

• Always having your 'Mary Poppins' bag with you and filled with age-appropriate 
goodies 

• Upholding our philosophy with children (learn through play), the elderly (live, laugh, 
learn) and those with fins, feathers and fur (all you need is love) each and every time 
you take a job 

• Always wearing your Guardian Angels T-shirt or sweatshirt and appearing clean and 
neat when on a job 

• Arriving on time! 

• Never backing out of a job once you are placed/ confirmed 

• Proving that you are reliable and dependable over and over 

• Texting job info to designated number with family name, date and hours worked 
without being asked 

• Letting it show that you love and value your job with our agency as a Guardian Angel! 

• How often you are requested by returning families 

• Following all policies and procedures set by our agency (see manual) 

• Sitters who see something involving other sitters, must say something or address it if 
needed right away. Good or Bad. If there is a sitter in charge at a group job start with 
letting them know first. If there is not then contact the agency right way via email or 
phone.  
 

How to Keep Being Referred for Jobs 
 

• Turning timesheets into the agency, in a timely manner. 

• Keeping CPR certification up to date, at all times. 

• Updating your Background Check, every two years. 

• Always submitting a biweekly schedule to the agency.  
 

Sitter Referral Fees: 
 

• Refer a sitter to Guardian Angels Sitting Service.  

• Instruct them to put your name on their application under 'referred by'.  

• If they are accepted into our agency and work for us for 6 months, from the time they 
are completely screened and able to be referred for jobs, you will receive $40 as our 
way of saying, "Thank you!"  

• If the applicant does not complete the entire process, then the sitter will not be paid.  
 
 
 
 

Emergencies 
 

Fire, Theft, Burglary, Child Choking or Injury 
 

* In an emergency, where you require assistance from the Police or Fire Department, 
call 911 immediately. * 
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If 911 is called in an emergency, you must contact the parents AND the agency immediately 
after calling 911. If it is after hours, call the afterhours cell phone number for the Agency. If 
you are unable to contact the Parents, contact the agency, then call the emergency contact 
numbers which they have provided. 
 
CPR  

• If working with adults Adult CPR certification is required  

• If working with children then child and infant CPRis required.  

• When certified it usually last for two years. The agency will remind sitter/companion 
when it is going to expire.  If your CPR expired you will be moved to an inactive sitter 
list until we have your new and active card on file.  

• It is the sitter/companion’s responsibility to have it renewed so they can keep going on 
jobs.  

• The agency books a lot of jobs for the military and government and it is a requirement 
that all sitters are up to date on their CPR certification.  

• Visit Guardian Angels Sitting Service Website to see CPR certifications locations in 
your area.  

 
 
Boo Boo Reports (included in back of this Manual) 
 

• They are to be used in all circumstances that the parent needs to be informed about 
(biting another child, falling down and hurting themselves, bloody nose, diarrhea, 
hitting another child etc. ) 

• If an incident occurs during a group or event job please have the supervisor /person in 
charge sign off on it.  

• The top half of the form should be given to the family and the bottom half goes to the 
agency 

• Please have parent sign it as well.  

• The sitter that witnessed the occurrence should be the one that should be the one that 
writes up the report and speaks to the parents. Please when in a group setting pull the 
parent to the side away from everyone to speak to them.  

• Examples of when to use the report – Child throws up, Falls and gets hurt, collides with 
another child, fights or bites another child. Anything that should be documented and 
discussed with the family 
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Incident Reports - What Makes it an Incident 
 
Incident Reports 

• Failure to adhere strictly to ALL the Agency’s policies or procedures listed in this 
manual will result in having an incident report written up and placed in your file.  

• The following will also result in an incident report being filed:  
✓ Complaints from clients regarding job performance of the sitter. 
✓ Failure to provide your schedule by 10 am every other Monday.  
✓ Failure to call in changes to your schedule immediately, as they occur. 
✓ Not responding to a job call within a reasonable amount of time. 
✓ Arriving late to a job (if you are not 15 minutes early, you are late).  
✓ Not showing up for a job. 
✓ Submitting inaccurate, incomplete or unclear timesheets. 
✓ Failure to submit timesheets to the Agency within 1 week of completing a 

job. 
✓ Declining a job when sitters schedule says available.  
✓ Smoking, Drinking etc. on a job 
✓ Having visitors at job locations  
✓ Not interacting with children 
✓ Family complaint  
✓ No doctor-note  
✓ Resort /Hotel complaint  

• All correspondence including phone calls, email, messages, letters and 
comments will be recorded and kept on file in order to support any incident that 
is filed. 

• Repeated incidents will result in placement on probation or termination with the 
Agency. 

• Incident reports are reviewed on a monthly basis and are kept in the 
sitter’s file.  Those who receive poor reviews will be notified so that 
improvements can be made by the next monthly review. This will enable the 
sitter to avoid probation or termination.  

• Guardian Angels will require that you keep a valid credit card on file for all 
incidental charges incurred due to sitter lateness or negligence. If agency fees 
must be waived or family compensation must be made due to sitter negligence, 
misconduct, family complaints, the sitter being late or not showing up etc., the 
sitter will be responsible for paying these lost agency fees and this will be 
charged on the credit card on file. If there is no credit card on file then the sitter 
will need to pay the agency by check or in cash or have it taken out of their next 
check.  

• Depending on the exact incident that occurs the process of recording incidents 
that occur with our sitters is  
 

1. Record of Conversation 
2. Verbal Warning  
3. Written Warning  
4. Termination/ suspension 
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Not showing up for a job = Termination 
 

• This is one of the most serious offenses.  
• It is a privilege to represent Guardian Angels Sitting Service and to be able to go 

into local hotels and homes.  
• This can permanently damage the relationship between the client, the Agency 

and/or the hotel resulting not only in a damaged reputation but also loss of 
income to the Agency and sitter in the future.  

• Sitters must notify the agency immediately. Delaying contact with the agency 
will make things worse and the more time that passes the harder this will be to 
rectify with the client or find a replacement.  

• Written documentation must be provided to support the reason that the sitter did 
not show up for the job. For example- if in a car accident, a copy of the police 
report is required. If roadside assistance was called a copy of the service report 
is required. If hospitalized then hospital documents are required. Every reason 
needs to be in writing.  

• Failure to provide documents or to call the agency immediately will result in 
termination.  

• The sitter is required to reimburse the agency for any financial loss or discounts 
incurred due to not showing up for a job. Exceptions to this would be an 
emergency requiring hospitalization or a car accident on the way to the job, 
involving injury or damage to the vehicle to the point that it cannot be driven to 
the job. Documents will be required as well to support this. 

• Sitters who are late are responsible for reimbursing the agency for the time lost 
due to their lateness and any discounts offered to appease the member. 

 

Cancellation Policy 
 

• Member must cancel by calling the office at least 24 hours prior to start time 
(leaving a voicemail if it is after hours) or they will be charged the 4 hour 
minimum payment for one child. 

• Cancellation Collection:  
When cancelled upon arrival- the sitter is responsible for collecting the full 4-
hour sitter fee for one child if they arrive at the job and it has been cancelled. 

• Daily, Weekly, Monthly Members that have cancelled within 24 hours of the start 
time, the agency will charge the family’s credit card in order to collect the full 4-
hour sitter and agency fees for one child and mail the sitter a check. If the 
agency collects payment for the sitter.   

• If the Client cancels more than 24 HOURS in advance there is NO charge  
• EXCEPTION: ANNUAL MEMBERS – We have built many great relationships 

with our annual members. We have the ability to waive the cancellation fees for 
both sitters and the agency. It is a benefit of them being an annual member.  

 
* Please note that the agency holds the right to waive any and all cancellation fees for agency 
and sitter if they see fit in a particular or unusual situation.  
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Overnight Jobs 
 

• Visitors: Ask the client if any of their friends or family are expected to come by to 
visit the children while you will be with them. If so- what hours, where and for 
how long. Ask them who is allowed to take the children out during what hours, 
where and for how long. If they do not give this information to you prior to 
leaving you are NOT to allow the children to go with the person and/or allowed 
to allow the visitor in to see the children for safety reasons. 

• Sitters may NOT have any visitors at any time during an overnight job…. even if 
the client says that it is okay. DO NOT ASK!! 

• Use good common sense at all times. 
• If you are asked to cook for the child(ren) please be sure to cook well balanced 

meals. Do not give them fast food or pizza every night! 
• Have fun with the children/pets but always remember to act maturely, 

responsibly and professionally at all times. This will allow the children to feel 
secure and safe while in your care. 

• Keep all schedules that the parents have outlined for you. 
• Get up in the morning before the children so that you can have yourself ready 

for the day and ready to care for the children when they wake. 
• If you are asked to drop off or pick up children from school or activities or any 

other scheduled event, be sure to BE ON TIME!! Talk to the children’s teachers, 
coaches etc. about how the day went in detail so that you can inform the 
parents upon their return.  

• Make sure that the house is in better condition when the parents return then it 
was when they left. 

• Overnight jobs require a lot of additional responsibility and require a big 
commitment from you (the sitter). Please discuss any concerns or questions you 
may have prior to taking an overnight job, with the agency before you go to the 
overnight job.  

 
 

Top 10 TIPS: 
 

1. Set your clock ahead by 10 minutes to avoid running late. If entering jobs on your 
phone allow for traveling time. 

2. Get a cell phone if you do not have one so that the Agency can reach you (one job will 
pay for the month). Be sure to have your cell phone active and on prior to going to a 
job in case there is any last minute changes. Check to be sure you have a cell phone 
number for the family and an accurate address before leaving for the job.  

3. Maintain accurate schedules, keep a record and make changes to your schedule 
immediately. Maintaining an accurate schedule on a regular basis will ensure you will 
be called first for a job 

4. Keep a bag full of personal belongings in a bag and in one place so you are always 
ready to go if called last minute for a job! 

5. Keep snacks in your bag, but wait until children are asleep before eating them! 
6. Carry a flashlight in your bag to see house numbers and street signs when trying to 

find a specific location for a job. 
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7. Keep extra clothing including a bathing suit, shorts, sitter T-shirt in your car so that you 
are able to take last minute jobs 

8. Keep all job information for private homes/ locals so if you are called to go back to the 
same home you will have the information in your records. If the family liked you they 
will request you again! 

9. Keep plenty of timesheets in the glove compartment of your car! 
10. Have a backup for an alarm.  
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BOO BOO REPORT 
 
Date: ____/____/____ Time: ___________ am/pm 
 
Child: ________________________________ Provider: _________________________ 
 
Location of accident/incident:           
How it occurred:  
              
 

              
 
Action taken: ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Was parent called YES/NO  Time called: ________________ 
 

The above accident/incident has been explained and discussed by both the provider and the 
parent/guardian. We agree and understand the accident/incident described above. This 
information has been reported accurately, to the best of our knowledge. 
 
Signature of Parent: _________________ Signature of Provider:__________________ 
 
Signature of Management: _________________________________________________ 

 

Top Half to be given to Parent 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

BOO BOO REPORT 
 
Date: ____/____/____ Time: ___________ am/pm 
 
Child: ________________________________ Provider: _________________________ 
 
Location of accident/incident: _____________________________________________ 
How it occurred:  
              
 

              
 
Action taken: ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Was parent called YES/NO  Time called: ________________ 
 

The above accident/incident has been explained and discussed by both the provider and the 
parent/guardian. We agree and understand the accident/incident described above. This 
information has been reported accurately, to the best of our knowledge. 
 
Signature of Parent:_________________ Signature of Provider: __________________ 
 
Signature of Management: ________________________________________________ 

 

Bottom Half to be Turned into Agency 
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Babysitter’s Feedback Report 
 
Guardian Angels is committed to providing excellent service and building the relationship 
between parents, sitter and children. Here is a brief overview of what occurred 
while you were out.    
   

Date _____________________________________________ 
 

Household Rules and Discipline 
a. I noticed these good behaviors: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
b. I encountered the following behavior challenges: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
Safety 
a. We received the following phone calls and visitors: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
b. The following accidents and illnesses happened while you were gone: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
Play 
a. We played with the following games and toys: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
b. I noticed these good behaviors while we were playing: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
Basic Care 
a. The children ate the following foods: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
b. __________________________(child’s name) had naptime/ went to bed at________(time) 
__________________________(child’s name) slept for _____________ (hours/ minutes) and 
woke up ____________times. 
c. __________________________(child’s name) had naptime/ went to bed at________(time) 
__________________________(child’s name) slept for _____________ (hours/ minutes) and 
woke up ____________times. 
d. For ___________________________________ (child’s name), I changed the diaper/ 
helped 
with toileting ____________________ times. For _____________________ (child’s name), I 
changed the diaper/helped with toileting ________________ times. 
Comments__________________________________________________________________ 
I gave ________________________________(child’s name) the following medications and 
amounts exactly as instructed by _________________(parent/ guardian): 
Time: ____________________________ Medicine: ___________________ 

Amount Given: __________________ Any reactions: __________________________  
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